
Anleitung: farbenfrohes Frühlings-Tischgesteck
Instructions No. 1094

With this table decoration you bring colour into your life! With the planting
bowl handle basket and some colourful accessories, decorating becomes
child's play.

And it's that easy:

How do I prepare the crafting of a table arrangement?

The basis for table arrangements is a planting bowl and a basket or similar
container to fill. Whether you make it with fresh or artificial flowers - flower
paste, plug wire or Romanesque, filling material such as moss, scissors and
hot glue belong to the basic material in the Floristry. 
In addition, we have used artificial grasses, scattered flowers, the ribbon
"Ziehblume" and a fabric bird for our craft idea 

How do I make a table arrangement?

Place the basket in front of you and cut a sufficiently large piece Flower
arrangement foam . Press this into the planting basket. With a little moss,
fixed with roman glue or hot glue, the Flower arrangement foam is well
covered 

The beautiful large flowers are made from the bow ribbon "Ziehblume":
simply select five to six leaves of the bow ribbon, pull them together with the
pulling thread and knot the thread. The flower is shown to its best advantage
when a scattered flower is glued on with hot glue as the centre of the flower 
In order to be able to process the ribbon flowers in the arrangement, the end
of a plug wire is now bent into an eyelet for each flower. A flower is glued
onto this eyelet.
The large flowers can now be put into the basket. Arrange grass picks
around the flowers. These will create abundance in the arrangement.
The cloth bird is now positioned centrally at the front of the basket and fixed
with hot glue. Arrange more small scattered flowers in the arrangement
according to your own taste 

Your table decoration is now ready and will certainly give you a lot of
pleasure.

Article number Article name Qty
601405 Wet-Flower arrangement foam, 2 pieces 1
608558 VBS Moss "Dark green" 1
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